have not yet di erentiated themselves on the world tourism map. However, it has an immense but still unrevealed potential for geotourism development. In this paper we analyzed several remarkable canyons and gorges of great scienti c importance and geotourism potential. These sites include the Djerdap Gorge and Lazar River Canyon, located in Eastern Serbia and the Ovčar-Kablar Gorge and Uvac Canyon located in Western Serbia. One of the main goals of this paper was to analyze and compare the current state and tourism potential of these geosites by using the M-GAM model for geosite assessment. However, the principal aim of the paper is to analyze how important is each subindicator in the assessment process for di erent market segments. In this paper, we also analyzed how giving di erent importance to subindicators can in uence the position of the geosites in the matrix indicating different assessment done by two chosen market segments. The research showed that general geotourists appreciate considerably di erent values when assessing a geosite in comparison to pure geotourists. The paper can be used as framework for developing the tourism management strategy of geosites taking into consideration the needs and preferences of the target market segments.
Introduction
Since the late 18th century, canyons and gorges have become popular tourist destinations. This trend continues to the modern day, when a large number of people visit these popular sites every year. Places like the Grand Canyon (USA), Antelope Canyon (USA), Verdon Gorge (France), Samaria Gorge (Crete), Three Gorges (China), Vintgar Gorge (Slovenia) and Tara Canyon (Montenegro) are certainly among the most popular geotourism attractions today.
In recent years, there has been a rapid expansion of tourism interest in such geological formations and landscapes [1] . Due to this fact, geoheritage has become an important part of the tourist o er of many countries. This is especially the case in some countries that are still outside of major tourism ows and are competing for their position on the global tourism market. The potential tourist attractions of these countries are still unrevealed and new to most of the world.
Moreover, new trends on the world tourism market put these countries in a favorable position. The fact is that tourists are becoming more sophisticated than they used to be in the past [2] , so they want more than just a classic vacation at popular destinations of mass tourism. They want to discover and explore new places and visit destinations 'o the beaten track' which do not have an image of developed tourism destinations [3] . Thus, the countries that possess undiscovered places with pristine environment and which do not focus on mass tourism have a great advantage on the global tourism market.
Serbia represents one of those countries which have not yet di erentiated themselves on the world tourism map. Its rich geodiversity lies in the fact that it possesses approximately 650 distinctive geosites [4] . Among these sites there are several remarkable canyons and gorges of great scienti c importance and geotourism potential. Nevertheless, geotourists in Serbia still represent a small market niche, as it is also the case in the rest of the world [5, 6] , while the country's immense potential is not adequately used for geotourism development [7] .
According to a de nition by Newsome and Dowling [8] geotourism speci cally focuses on geology, geomorphology and landscape. It promotes tourism to geosites and the conservation of geo-diversity and an understanding of Earth sciences through appreciation and learning. This is achieved through independent visits to geological features, use of geo-trails and view points, guided tours, geoactivities and patronage of geosite visitor centers. However, geotourism has been rede ned by Hose who provided a comprehensive de nition of geotourism: "The provision of interpretative and service facilities for geosites and geomorphosites and their encompassing topography, together with their associated in-situ and ex-situ artefacts, to constituency-build for their conservation by generating appreciation, learning and research by and for current and future generations" [9] .
Very few of the mentioned activities and facilities are currently present at geosites in Serbia, especially at canyons and gorges. Geotourism at these places is still largely based on self-guided tours which usually do not offer the same quality experience as tours with professional guides. The problem lies in the fact that majority of those places does not have brochures and maps of geosite attractions to underpin those self-guided tours. One of the main reasons for this current situation is closely related to the management of these sites which has done very little in order to enhance the visitors' experience and attract more tourists to visit these places.
For instance, there are no websites and virtual tours as important interactive tools whose main purpose is to inform potential visitors and entice them to visit these sites. In addition, the absence of interpretive panels, trekking routes and visitor centers also contributes to a low quality visitors' experience [10] . In order to avoid the possible problem where the increase in number of tourists could reduce the visitors' experience, the management should focus on more frequent but smaller groups of tourists which would enable an increase in visitor numbers but at the same time contribute to a higher quality of individual experience.
There is a need for the visitor to be involved in the experience. The more knowledgeable the visitors are about the site, the more involved and interested they become -they engage and develop empathy towards the visited site [11] . The scholarly market wishes to engage and therefore considers the place as special with a need to interact in both a tangible and intangible manner. However, the general market segment needs to be entertained. As geotourism requires the provision of interpretive and service facilities to enable tourists to acquire knowledge about geosites [9, 12] introducing these types of facilities could stand these geosites in a good stead for providing visitors with enhanced experience in future.
Since geotourism is focused on geology and geomorphology, most tourists visiting geosites in Serbia belong to a small market segment which already possesses some knowledge in geology and other related elds. Apart from them, geosites in Serbia are increasingly visited by tourists who have very little or no interest and knowledge in geology. They are mainly interested in other aspects of geosites such as aesthetic and other additional values which are their primary motives for visit. This raises the question of how well is one geosite adjusted to di erent market segments.
For the purpose of this paper, we selected two canyons and two gorges as good representatives of the geomorphological heritage of Serbia.
According to Goudie's [13] encyclopedia of geomorphology, gorges may be hundreds of meters deep and are caused either by incision of a river against an uplifting landmass, the superimposition of a channel across resistant rock, the outburst of oodwaters across a landscape, or by the head-ward retreat of a knickpoint or waterfall. The same author also states that canyons are similar to gorges, but the side-walls are usually not as steep, and canyons are typically larger than gorges (e.g. the Grand Canyon contains an 'Inner Gorge' through which the Colorado River runs). Canyons are formed by running water and they present a long, deep, relatively narrow, steepsided valley, often cut through bedrock which forms precipitous cli s along the valley walls. The term is typically used for such features in arid and semi-arid regions, such as the western United States (e.g. the Grand Canyon in Arizona, USA). They are typical of mountainous regions, but are also found cutting high-elevation plateaus (e.g. the Black Canyon of the Gunnison on the Colorado Plateau in Colorado, USA). They occur where stream erosion signi cantly outpaces weathering. Streams in canyons frequently ow through bedrock channels.
However, in our case, it is di cult to distinguish what is a canyon and what is a gorge according to these de nitions which tend to be imprecise when it comes to the four geosites that are analyzed in this paper. Marković, Pavlović and Čupković [14] give a more suitable and concrete de nition which distinguishes gorges and canyons according to the shape of the cross-section and its depth (H) and width (D). This de nition states that a gorge has a depth which is approximately equal to one half of its width (H ∼ D/ ) and the incline of the valley sides is around 45°. A canyon has a depth which is greater than one half of its width (H > D/ ) and an incline of the valley sides of at least 60°with completely vertical sides in some parts of the val-ley. The canyon sides begin directly from the river bed and there is no alluvial plain. For the purpose of this paper, the authors used these de nitions in order to determine what is a canyon and what is a gorge.
The selected and analyzed geosites include the Djerdap Gorge and the Lazar River Canyon, located in Eastern Serbia and the Ovčar-Kablar Gorge and Uvac Canyon located in Western Serbia. Geotourism at these sites is still poorly developed even though each of them possesses irrefutable scienti c and aesthetic qualities. In this paper we analyzed and compared the current state and tourism potential of these geosites by using the M-GAM (Modi ed Geosite Assessment Model) model for geosite assessment [15] .
However, the main goal of the paper is to analyze how important is each subindicator in the assessment process for di erent market segments. This is based on the fact that not all criteria in the assessment can be equally important for di erent market segments. By using the M-GAM model on the four selected geosites, our intention is to show which subindicators most in uence tourists' opinion when giving preference to one geosite over another. This kind of information could be crucial for tourism planning at geosites as it can be useful in adjusting and shaping the geotourism o er towards a speci c market segment. Afterwards, we will analyze and compare the results of the assessment for both segments in order to see how the di erence in importance for each subindicator a ects the nal result of the assessment.
Theoretical overview
Geotourism can either be primarily focused on the geological product or it can be focused on the markets that potentially may nd this type of product attractive [11] . Better understanding of needs and preferences of di erent market segments visiting geosites is important in terms of identi cation of a speci c product. Thus, the geosite management should direct their focus towards the requirements of the targeted market segment. It is important to mention that, in terms of geoheritage sites, attracting the limited market segment (in this context the niche segment of geotourists) by a specially tailored product, could contribute to the sustainable geosite, both economically and environmentally. Those speci cally tailored products should also focus further on both targeting the potential and current visitors and seek to position themselves within the tourism sector.
There should be a ne balance between providing an experience that will cater for the specialized groups (pure geotourists), but yet is attractive enough to the more casual tourist (general geotourists) resulting in a positive experience for them and economic bene t for the site and possibly the local community [16] . Focusing the marketing of geosites towards identifying the special requirements and needs of market segments will help to create 'market t' [11] . In order to shape the tourism product according to the needs and preferences of di erent market segments and to create the market t, the authors of this paper introduced the Importance factor (Im) in the geosite assessment which indicates how important each subindicator is in the assessment for each market segment and if there is a major di erence between them.
As geotourism is a relatively newly de ned subsector of natural area tourism [17, 18] , it does not have a long history of investigation into the speci c types of tourists who are attracted to the geotourism product. The emergence of a speci c geotourist typology model, which provides a better understanding of the segments within this niche tourism market, will contribute to a more tailored geotourism product development and marketing [19] .
In order to determine geotourism market segments several studies have been conducted in the past. A major geotourism study and audit in the mid-1990s' [20, 21] investigated the pro le of geotourists and identi ed two main groups of geotourists: families with children and mature couples. Mao, Robinson and Dowling [22] also explored the motivations of geoscientists as geotourists. They found that this group likes to travel alone and their main motivation was to increase knowledge. An investigation of geotourism in Hawaii conducted by King [23] categorized visitors participating in some geotourism-related activities according to life cycle stages including newlyweds/honeymooners, families, young, middle-aged and seniors. Kim, Kim, Park and Guo [19] developed geotourist clusters on the basis of the survey of visitors to Hwanseon Cave in South Korea. These four groups were labeled as follows: escape-seeking, knowledge novelty-seeking, novelty-seeking and socialisation. Research by Hose [17] identi ed two main typologies within geotourism: the 'dedicated geotourist' who places great importance on personal education/intellectual gain and enjoyment, and the 'casual geotourist' who prioritises pleasure. This approach of categorizing is similar to the model constructed later in the study of Hurtado, Dowling and Sanders [24] which applied the McKercher's cultural tourism typology on geotourism. However, this study indicated many layers in between the two which were given by Hose [17] . Hose [25] also developed a detailed typology of dedicated geotourists based on observational studies, identifying up to 13 subcategories. Hurtado et al. [24] indenti ed ve types of geotourists: The purposeful geotourist, the intentional geotourist, the serendipitous geotourist, the accidental geotourist and the incidental geotourist. When determining the market segments for this study we focused on Hose's [17] typology and derived two market segments -general (accidental) geotourists which can be related to Hose's casual geotourist (individuals who visit geosites and exhibits primarily for the purpose of pleasure and some limited intellectual stimulation) and pure geotourists (individuals who purposefully select to visit geosites and exhibits for the purpose of personal educational or intellectual improvement and enjoyment) which can be related to Hose's dedicated geotourists. The reason for choosing this typology lies in the fact that geotourism in Serbia is still not developed on a larger scale so we cannot derive such a detailed typology with many distinctive layers as the one presented by Hurtado et al. [24] .
In order to ascertain the attractiveness of the geotourism product to di erent markets, we introduced the evaluation of importance of each subindicator in the M-GAM model by two major market segments that visit geosites in Serbia -general geotourists and pure geotourists.
Study area
Serbia is a country located in Southeastern Europe. The numerous canyons and gorges are widespread throughout the country representing valuable geoheritage sites with great potential for future geotourism development. For the purpose of this paper, we selected four most representative canyons and gorges in Serbia ( Figure 1 ) which are described below.
The Lazar River Canyon is located in the region of Eastern Serbia, within 10 km from the town of Bor. It is reputed to be one of the deepest, most inhospitable and impassable canyons in Serbia with a length of 4400 m. The canyon was mostly formed by uvial erosion of the Lazar River and it is carved into the Jurassic banked and reef limestones of the Dubasnica karst plateau ( Figure 2 ). These limestones have a high percentage of calcium-carbonate (90-95%) and contain numerous fossil remains of corals, snails, shells and sponges. The overall depth of these sediments is from 250 m to 400 m in some parts. The canyon is joined by the smaller canyons of Mikulj, Demizlok and Vej rivers. It is notable for its vertical limestone cli s with a attened limestone plateau from which the carving of the valley began. The incision of the Lazar River Canyon was not continuous which is evident from several river terraces. The rst one is approximately at 750 meters above sea level, the second one at 430 meters at the same level as the Vernjikica Cave, the third one at 340 meters and the nal one at 291 meters at the same level as Lazar Cave. The canyon is also unique for its variety of surface and underground karst relief forms such as karst valleys, sinkholes, caves and caverns, the most signi cant being Lazar Cave and Vernjikica Cave. The greatest depth of the canyon is at the Kovej site (375 m). The canyon bottom narrows in some places between three and four meters and throughout the canyon there is a great number of boulders ( Figure  3 ), rocky towers and cascades that occasionally turn into waterfalls. The most prominent rock tower (150 m high) is located at the juncture of Mikulj River Canyon and Lazar Canyon ( Figure 4 ). The canyon is sheltered by rocky mountain reefs from all sides: to the south and southwest there is Malinik (1087 m), to the north Strnjak (720 m) and Kornjet (696 m) and to the west there are Pogara (883 m) and Mikulja (1022 m) [26] .
The Uvac River Canyon is a part of the 'Uvac Special Nature Reserve' located in the region of Western Serbia, on the north side of the Pešter plateau. The canyon begins at the point where the Uvac River merges with the Vapa River. The Uvac River waters deeply carved its bed eroding limestone rocks to form narrow canyon valleys with high, steep limestone cli s. The canyon is formed in lower and middle Triassic banked and reef limestones downstream from the Zlatar Lake, and from middle and upper Jurassic marly limestones with cherts located upstream from Zlatar Lake [27] . The depth of the canyon on the left side is about 200 m, and around 250 -300 m at the right side. The sides of the canyon are steep, almost vertical in some places, but the right side is higher by almost 100 m, which suggests the existence of anomalies in the cross section [28] . The entrenched meanders represent one of the most alluring and distinctive features of the canyon ( Figure 5 ). Certain meanders have a meander angle greater than 270°. The morphology of meanders within the partially submerged valley (due to an arti cial lake used for hydroelectric power stations) of the Uvac River with the mentioned large meander angle represents a special aesthetic value of this area. By the number of entrenched meanders (around 10) the Uvac River Canyon represents a very rare example of its kind in the world. This area is also characterized by karst landforms with numerous karst formations: karst plains, karst depressions, karst sinkholes, caves and pits. Caves are numerous and vary in size, ranging from rock shelters to the Usac Cave System, one of the largest cave systems in Serbia, consisting of two caves and one pit with interconnected canals that are a total of 6185 meters in length. These caves are very rich in speleothem deposited by the action of dripping water to form stalactites, stalagmites, columns and other similar cave features [29] .
Ovčarsko-Kablarska Gorge is a part of the composite valley of the Zapadna Morava River, and it represents the deepest and the most prominent part of its valley which is about 20 km long. The gorge begins near the Tuckovo village and ends upstream from the con uence of the Ka- menica River. It is carved in Triassic limestones and Cretaceous serpentinites and peridotites [30] . The maximum depth of the Ovčarsko-Kablarska Gorge is in its central part (710 m). The main morphological characteristic of the Ovčarsko-Kablarska Gorge is presented by pronounced bends of the Zapadna Morava River with remarkable aesthetic value of its incised meanders ( Figure 6 ). These spectacular uvial landforms can be regarded as a main tourist attraction. On the sides of the gorge there are numerous viewpoints. The most attractive one is at the Kablar Mountain top (885 m), o ering a fanciful view of the curving meanders of the Zapadna Morava River (Figure 6 ). There are also some geological forms interesting for tourists who are engaged in the collection of rocks and fossils. On the left side of the Zapadna Morava River, opposite the Kadenica Cave, is the bend that has been built from pure calcite -a crystalline form. Slightly upstream, in a small limestone quarry, interesting fossils of marine organisms can be found. There are also several remains of debris cones, slumps and rockslides throughout the gorge. In the Rapajlovača village, on the left bank, in the area of the curving meanders, there is an open pro le which should be an essential point for all professional tours.
The Djerdap National Park is the largest national park in Serbia, situated in the northeastern part of the country on the right bank of the Danube River and Djerdap Lake. According to international criteria it is considered to be a nature reserve while according to national criteria it is proclaimed as a natural wealth of high importance [31] . The most prominent part of the Djerdap National Park is the Djerdap Gorge also known as the Iron Gates, which is composite and consists of four narrowed parts -gorges (Golubac Gorge, Gospodjin Vir with the Boljetinska River Canyon (Figure 7 ), Kazan and the Sip Gorge), and three widening parts -valleys, which alternate within a length of 100 km making this gorge the longest and largest breakthrough gorge in Europe. Among geomorphological forms, Djerdap's morphological features indicate that the gorge was created by the river successively gnawing away at the cli s of the Carpathian Mountains, leaving behind steep and occasionally vertical cli face towering above the river up to 800 meters in height. The Djerdap area is characterized by an immense diversity of geological forms which include sedimentary rocks, granitoid intrusions and metamorphic rocks, formed from the Paleozoic to the present day. There are around ten di erent theories related to its origin however this dilemma still remains to be de nitively resolved as scientists are still tackling this issue.
The oldest rocks are present in the Homolje crystalline which is composed of two Proterozoic complexes. The lower one consists of plagioclase gneiss, overlain by various types of slate. The Miroč unit also has chlorite- sericite and actinolite slate, with Precambrian to Ordovician gabbro rocks, overlain by a transgressive succession of Silurian-Devonian sandstone, slate and limestone, over 250 meters thick, followed by Lower Carboniferous limestone and tu -conglomerate, Middle Carboniferous coalbearing clastic rocks, with intrusions of porphyry and rhyodacite, and most of all with Permian red sandstone. They are overlain by a transgessive succession of Liassic clastic rocks, limestone, sandstone, schist and ferrous limestone. Moving further up, there is a gradual sequence of limestone slabs with int stone and marly limestone with abundant ammonite fauna [32] .
Methodology
The methodology of this study is based upon the 'modi ed geosite assessment model' (M-GAM), developed by the authors of this paper. The M-GAM represents a modi cation of the GAM model created by Vujičić et al. [33] . While in GAM all grades for each subindicator are given by experts, M-GAM focuses not only on the expert's opinion but also on the opinion of visitors and tourists regarding the importance of each indicator in the assessment process.
For the purpose of this paper, we conducted a survey where each respondent was asked to rate the importance (Im) of all 27 subindicators (from 0.00 to 1.00) in GAM (Table 3). The importance factor (Im) gives visitors the opportunity to express their opinion about each subindicator in the model and how important it is for them when choosing and deciding between several geosites that they wish to visit. Afterwards, the subindicator values given by experts (also from 0.00 to 1.00) were multiplied with the importance factor (Im). This was done for each subindicator in the model after which we got the new total values (Table 3) which were then added up according to the M-GAM equations. The authors consider that the nal results are now more objective and accurate due to the addition of the importance factor (Im). This parameter is determined by visitors who rate it in the same way as experts rate the subindicators for Main (MV) and Additional Values (AV) by giving them one of the following numerical values: 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00, marked as points. The importance factor (Im) is de ned, as:
where Iν k is the assessment/score of one visitor for each subindicator and K is the total number of visitors. Note that the Im parameter can have any value in the range from 0.00 to 1.00.
Finally, the modi ed GAM equation is de ned and presented in the following form:
As it can be seen from the M − GAM equation, the value of the importance factor (Im) is multiplied with the value that was given by experts (GAM 
. Sample pro le
A total of 293 visitors were included in the survey. The research was based on two di erent tourism market segments -general geotourists and pure geotourists. The respondents were divided into two categories, depending on their main motive of visit, but also the existence of previous knowledge about geology and geomorphology. The sample included a total of 90 (30.7%) pure geotourists -people whose main motive of visit is primarly related to geology and geomorphology. The rest of the respondents (69.3%) fall within the category of general geotourists. Table 1 presents the number of general geotourists and pure geotourists included in the survey at each analyzed geosite, while distribution of their sociodemographic characteristics is further described in Table 2 . From Table 2 we can see that the average age of the entire sample is 35.8 years. When comparing the pro les of general and pure geotourists we can notice that there are more visitors with higher education (faculty, master 
Geosite Label
General geotourists Pure geotourists Σ Lazar Canyon -GS Djerdap Gorge -GS Ovčar-Kablar Gorge -GS Uvac Canyon -GS Σ degree and PhD) among pure geotourists. This can be explained by the fact that the majority of pure geotourists are researchers and highly educated people whose job is related to this eld. On the other hand, people with secondary education are more driven by motives other than geology and geomorphology. The general impression is that men are more frequent visitors of these geosites than women in both categories of visitors. The major distinction between two categories of geotourists analyzed in this paper (general geotourist and pure geotourists) is in their main motivation for visit of geosites as well as the existence or absence of previous knowledge about geology and geomorphology.
By general geotourists we consider those visitors who are mainly motivated by additional natural values and activities which one geosite can o er to tourists including tours which are based on other natural and antrophogenic features of the geosites. It is important to note that general tourists are mainly driven by aesthetic value or curiosity of the geosites rather than their geological signi cance. However, they can be also willing to undertake tours related to geological features of the geosites, as additional activities. Thus, they also can be called accidental or casual geotourists. They usually do not have previous knowledge about geology and geomorphology, but they have existing curiosity about geo-values. This is a dominant market segment when analyzing visits of both European and US geosites [34] .
By pure (dedicated) geotourists in this paper we consider geologists, geomorphologists and people with a great pre-existing interest and knowledge in geology. Unlike general geotourists, their principal motive for visiting these sites is pure interest in geological and geomorphological processes which in uenced the creation of these geosites. The category of pure geotourists encompasses both professionals (visitors whose job is related to geology and geomorphology) and non-professionals (visitors mainly motivated by geo-values, with some previous knowledge about it, but whose profession is not related to this eld). It is important to mention that pure geotourists, who fall in the group of professionals, do not only visit geosites in order to do research and work, but their visit of these sites can also be a leisure activity in their free time. They still represent quite a small market segment, but there are intentions focused on increasing the interest in geology among people, which could make this market segment signi cantly larger in the future.
. Questionnaire design
The questionnaire consisted of two parts. The rst part included questions related to socio-demographic pro le of respondents (gender, age, education). In the second part of the questionnaire each visitor was asked to rate how important each of 27 subindicators of the model is for them, when giving preference to one geosite over another. The rating was done using a ve-point Likert scale -0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00, with 0 -meaning not important at all and 1 -meaning very important, in the same way as it was done by experts.
. Procedure
In order to assess the current state and geotourism potential of our study area more objectively, by using the previously explained model, a survey was conducted among visitors of the Lazar Canyon area in July and August of 2013, when there were organised tours at this geosite. In addition, the survey also included visitors of the Uvac Canyon during 2013 and the beginning of 2014, as well as visitors of the Ovčar-Kablar Gorge and Djerdap Gorge in the period from April to October when there are major tourist visits. Moreover, the survey included people who visited these canyons and gorges in previous years. The survey was conducted after the visit of each site in situ, at geosites themselves or their info and visitor centres, and the participation in the survey was voluntary.
Results and discussion
For the purpose of this study, four representative geomorphological sites in Serbia were assessed by using the M-GAM method. Our principal aim, besides comparing the current state and tourist potential of these geosites, was also to examine the di erences between the importance of subindicators for general geotourists (Im ) and pure geotourists (Im ) including people whose job is related to geology and geomorphology (Table 3) .
Furthermore, we analyzed how di erent opinion regarding the importance of subindicators of two market segments can a ect the position of geosites in the M-GAM matrix ( Figure 9) . Table 3 shows the results of the assesment for both market segments. The results show that the Djerdap Gorge (GS ) has the highest Scienti c / Educational value among the analyzed geosites and it especially stands out with its rarity and representativeness. This can be explained by the fact that the Djerdap Gorge is one of the longest and deepest gorges in Europe [32] which due to its numerous natural and cultural values has been protected as a National Park, one of the ve which exist in Serbia. The Lazar Canyon (GS ) is also well known for its rarity as the only place in Serbia where on a relatively small area (0.02% of the territory of Serbia) we can nd approximately 20% of the country's ora, with many relict and endemic species [35] . On the other hand, the Uvac Canyon (GS ) gained the lowest score of Scienti c values. Although it is unique in the world by the number of curving meanders (around 10) which makes it a very rare geosite with great natural values, [29] the curving meanders characterize also some other sites in Western Serbia such as the Ovčar-Kablar Gorge (GS ) etc. However, the Uvac area is known for the largest population of gri on vultures (Gyps fulvus), the biggest representative of indigenous ornitofaune in Serbia, a bird of Mediterranean origin. This canyon represents the place of its largest colony in the country and the Balkans with aproximately about 100 pairs [36] .
When analyzing the importance of subindicators within Scienti c values, we can notice that the major difference between the opinion of two market segments lies in the fact that general geotourists give more importance to interpretation of the site (0.85) compared to only 0.46 given by pure geotourists. On the other hand, pure geotourists are more interested in the fact how many publications there are about that geosite and how well it is investigated (0.70) while this is less (0.45) important to general geotourists. Pure geotourists are driven mostly by research work as they usually visit geosites in order to explore their geological and geomorphological features, while in order to entice general geotourists the geosite values need to be well presented and interpreted.
When considering the Aesthetic/Scenic values the Djerdap Gorge (GS ) followed by the Uvac Canyon (GS ) have the highest values which is mainly because of their numerous viewpoints from which a stunning view is spread on these quite large and attractive geosites. While the surface of the geosites is much more important to pure geotourists (0.88) compared to 0.56 rated by general geotourists, general geotourists appreciate the surrounding landscape and nature much more (0.95) than pure geotourists (0.71). General geotourists consider this subindicator to be the most important within Aesthetic Values when assessing the tourist potential of a geosite.
In terms of protection, it can be noted that the current state of Lazar Canyon (GS ) and Uvac Canyon (GS ) is much better in comparison with the two other geosites. This indicates that their natural values were better preserved up to this moment, and one of the reasons can be the fact that these geosites are not the places of major tourist visits and are under the state protection. Lazar Canyon is protected as a Natural Monument, and the fact that the entire area around this site is surrounded by highly degraded zones of the Bor mining basin, gives this protected area even greater signi cance. The Uvac Canyon Table 3 : Subindicator values given by experts for each analyzed geosite and the Importance value given by general geotourists (Im ) and pure geotourists (Im ) for each subindicator in the GAM model.
Main Indicators / Subindicators
Values given by experts ( -) Im (GS ) is a part of the Uvac Special Nature Reserve, while the Ovčar -Kablar Gorge (GS ) is protected as a Landscape of exceptional features. On the other hand, Djerdap is declared as a National Park but it is a place with signi cant tourist ow, which partly contributed to its devastation in some segments. It is also important to note that a road of regional signi cance passes through the National Park representing a great source of polution and noise with negative e ect on the environment. It is interesting to notice that both general geotourists (0.83) and pure geotourists (0.79) share the opinion that the current state is very signi cant, as they consider most important the state of geosite in the moment when they visit it. However, pure geotourists think little further in advance than general geotourists giving more importance to protection as well as preserving geosites in the adequate state for the future generations.
When considering Additional Values, geosites with the highest score are the Djerdap (GS ) and Ovčar-Kablar Gorge (GS ) ( Tables 4 and 5 ). In Table 3 we can see that within Functional values, Additional antrophogenic values are the highest at the Djerdap Gorge followed by Ovčar-Kablar Gorge. Djerdap is well known for numerous Roman archeological remains such as Pontes, Traian's table and bridge and Diana, medieval fortresses Ram and Golubac, as well as Lepenski vir, archeological site from the neolithic period [28] . In addition, the Ovčar-Kablar Gorge is famous for numerous monasteries (10 monasteries and 2 sacred sites) [37] located in the vicinity, representing valuable anthropological heritage. All of the analyzed sites are also surrounded by signi cant natural values, while in the case of the Ovčar-Kablar Gorge anthropogenic values are predominant. The Djerdap Gorge also stands out because it is closer to emissive centres such as Belgrade, Novi Sad, Požarevac and Kostolac, while other geosites are quite isolated and far from emissive areas. Moreover, the Djerdap Gorge gained a signi cantly higher score for additional functional values, indicating that it is better equipped for tourist visits. Moreover, all analyzed geosites are connected with emissive centres via roads of regional signi cance which signi cantly contribute to their accessibility.
The major di erences in the importance of subindicators for the two market groups lay in the fact that general geotourists consider that additional anthropogenic values in the vicinity are quite important (0.70) when assesing geosites, while pure geotourists give less emphasis (0.34) to this subindicator. Moreover, general geotourists consider additional functional values more important (0.59) in comparison to pure geoturists (0.38) who are more ready to accept lack of facilities.
The results also show that the Djerdap Gorge (GS ) followed by the Ovčar-Kablar Gorge (GS ) have the highest score in terms of tourist values, indicating that tourism is much more developed at these geosites in comparison to Lazar (GS ) and Uvac Canyon (GS ). This can also be explained by the fact that both the Djerdap and Ovčar -Kablar Gorge represent complex tourist motives including both natural and anthropogenic values, while in the case of Lazar Canyon and especially Uvac Canyon natural values are dominant. Moreover, from Table 3 we can see that the Djerdap Gorge is the only geosite which has a visitor centre providing information about the site. The fact that other three geosites do not have visitor centres is a big disadvantage a ecting the quality of tourist service. In terms of promotion, the Lazar Canyon obtained the lowest score as the least promoted geosite, while the Djerdap Gorge is promoted on a national and international level. Promotion of other geosites is still only present at the local or regional level. The level of tour guide service is generally very low for all geosites, however, the Djerdap Gorge is slightly in advance. Moreover, major organized visits exist only at the Djerdap Gorge, while they are very rare at other geosites, meaning they are organized only several times per year. This signi cantly a ects the annual number of visitors, which can also be seen from Table 3 . Furthermore, the Ovčar-Kablar Gorge (GS ) has the most developed tourism infrastructure, while the Uvac Canyon (GS ) prevails in terms of hostelry service. These are interesting ndings as they indicate that the Djerdap Gorge, although it represents the geosite with the greatest potential has a lot of room for improvement especially in terms of tourism infrastructure and tourist services.
When analyzing the importance of all subindicators within Tourist values we can see that general geotourists give much more importance to all subindicators, except annual number of visitors which is more appreciated by pure geotourists (0.56) compared to general geotourists (0.43). This is probably because pure geotourists consider that a smaller number of tourists is more convenient for geosites as it reduces the negative tourism e ect on the current state of these sites. It is interesting to notice that visitor centres are not so important to pure geotourists (0.56) as they have previous knowledge and information related to that geosite so they don't depend on their services. On contrary, usually this is not the case with general geotourists who consider this subindicator very important (0.87).
Furthermore, this is also connected with the fact that pure geotourists gave less importance to a tour guide service (0.32) as they usually do not require one, which is not the case with general geotourists (0.87). The nal results of the assesment are shown in Tables 4 and 5.
By summing the nal results for all analyzed geosites we can see their position in the M-GAM matrix ( Figure 9 ). The symbols marked with '1' show the position of the geosites based on the assessment done by general geotourists (according to their Importance) while the symbols marked with '2' indicate the position in the matrix based on the assessment done by pure geotourists. The matrix consists of main and additional values, where these values are presented via X and Y axes respectively. The matrix is divided into nine elds (zones) that are indicated by Z(i, j) (i, j = , , ) based on the grade they received in the evaluation process. Major grid lines that create elds, for X axe have value of 4 and for Y axe of 5 units. This means that, for example, if the sum of main values is 7 and of additional values is 4, the geosite would be in the Z eld of the GAM matrix which indicates a moderate level of main values and a low level of additional values [33] .
When comparing the position of the analyzed geosites in the M-GAM matrix ( Figure 9 ) we can clearly see the difference in the position indicating di erent results of the assessment done by two market segments (general geotourists and pure geotourists). Figure 9 shows that the results of the assessment done by general geotourists (symbols marked with '1') are higher for all analyzed geosites compared to the assessment results done by pure geotourists (symbols marked with '2'). This di erence can be explained by the fact that Additional Values are generally less important to pure geotourists which in uenced the lower position of the geosites in their assessment. In terms of the Main values we can see that they are almost equally important to both of the segments so they did not in uence major di erences in the position of the geosites.
A change in the position can be noticed in the case of the Djerdap Gorge (GS ) and Ovčar-Kablar Gorge (GS ). In Figure 9 we can see that the Ovčar-Kablar Gorge has a much lower position and that it moved from the eld Z representing moderate Additional and Main Values to the eld Z , representing low Additional and moderate Main values. Moreover, the Djerdap Gorge moved from the mid-position in the eld Z to the much lower position in the same eld. The position of the Uvac Canyon (GS ) and Lazar Canyon (GS ) did not change signi cantly, although we can notice that in the assessment done by pure geotourists they have lower Additional Values. The explanation why their position did not change as drastically as in the case of the Ovčar-Kablar Gorge (GS ) and Djerdap Gorge (GS ) lies in the fact that their Additional Values were much lower to begin with, so when multiplied with the Importance factor they did not change signi cantly.
Conclusion
From all above-mentioned we can draw a conclusion that general geotourists appreciate considerably di erent values when assessing a geosite in comparison to pure geotourists. While general geotourists give much more importance to the human-induced values (such as tourist infrastructure) which can be easily changed and improved by human e ort and investments all for the purpose of tourism development, pure geotourists consider them less important. By analyzing the most important subindicators for pure geotourists we can conclude that they appreciate natural values of a geosite which can hardly be changed in the future. They prefer geosites without major tourism infrastructure and pay a lot of attention to the protection of geosites. Having said this, we can conclude that they require basic tourism infrastructure on the site while general geotourists prefer more comfort.
From the position of the geosites in the M-GAM matrix and nal results presented in Tables 4 and 5 , we can see that the Djerdap Gorge is absolutely dominant in terms of both Main and Additional Values. However, there is still much room for improvement especially regarding tourist values. This refers to the improvement of infrastructure, increasing the quality of tour guide service and better interpretation of important sites including informative panels and visitor centers. By introducing these changes the Djerdap Gorge (GS ) could signi cantly improve its position in the matrix. This shows that the Lazar Canyon is a geosite with major potential, since it could increase its additional, especially tourist values by human e ort and better management of a geosite for tourism development. Furthermore, the management of each geosite should focus on a speci c market segment shaping and directing the development of the site towards the speci c needs and preferences of tourism segments. Thus, this research indicates what is important for di erent segments when visiting a geosite so it can be used as framework for tourism planning. Having said this, the management of each geosite should develop a tourism strategy depending on whether it pretends to become a destination of massive tourism or it wants to attract smaller speci c tourism segments such as pure geotourists and thus base the development of a geosite according to their needs and preferences.
In order to strike the right balance between the offer for general geotourists and pure geotourists in the future we should keep tourism development in a sustainable form, taking care of the protection of geosites and reduction of negative tourism impact which can be triggered by massive tourist visits. In other words the value of the visit to the site needs to contribute towards nding a balance between satisfying the visit and satisfying the site -sustainability [11] .
Although this research provides useful information about the importance of subindicators in the assessment of geosites for di erent tourism market segments, it has certain limitations. The research results are limited only to visitors of geosites in Serbia. By examining a larger sample including visitors of geosites in other countries throughout the world we could develop Global Importance of all subindicators for any market segment (in this case general geotourists and pure geotourists) so the results would be more reliable and more representative. Moreover, by counting the average value of Importance of all di erent market segments visiting one geosite (Im , Im , ..., Imn) we could derive Global Importance of all subindicators (GIm = Im +Im ...+Imn n ) which could later be used in general geosite assessment.
